Character Profiles
[meet the characters from the novel]

What’s Special about the Characters?
Diverse Talk to Me characters with realistic body types and personalities bring the story to
life and emotionally engage readers. Students see aspects of themselves in these relatable
characters, they begin to develop their own STEM identity, believing in their ability to become engineers.

These profiles can be copied and used to help students keep track of characters. Writing
space on the back gives students room for notes, writing their own stories about the characters, journaling, and more.
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Sadina Reyes
[Main Character]

About Me
1
2

4
5
6

Having a sister who is 7 sometimes feels like too
much to deal with. I have to make sure to teach her
the ropes (’specially with my crazy parents around),
but I’m still trying to figure things out myself!
My kryptonite is quesadillas. I think whoever invented them is a genius!
I play point guard in the school’s basketball team,
the Pioneers. My teammates are so much fun. (Except for
one of them who shall not be named!)
My favorite pastime is writing short stories. I have a journal that no one is allowed to read. Not even Rio, my BFF.
I have two best friends. One is Rio, who can read me like a book he’s read every
day for 14 years. My other BFF is Monica, who gives the best advice!

7
8
9
10

I hate pickles more than any other food. Even
more than Brussels sprouts. *Shudder*
I always smile when I hear the song “B-I-N-G-O.”
I have no idea why.
My parents have made me take piano lessons
since I was 10. I complain every time I have to go
to class. (I secretly love it though)
I know my mom is an engineer, but sometimes I
have no idea what that means.

throughmywindow.org | INFO: teamthroughmywindow.org
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Whenever I read stories to Maddie, I do all the voices, it’s one of the most fun things we do together.
And I love to hear her laugh.

My Ideas about...
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Maddie Reyes
[Sadina’s Little Sister]

About Me
1
2

4
5
6

I don’t like the color brown, because it reminds me
of mud. Mud is gross.
My big sister’s name is Sadina. I like when she reads
me stories and does the voices.
Sadina has a lot of friends, but they are really loud
when they’re all together. Loud voices are scary.
I sometimes can’t fall asleep so I walk around the house at
night. Sometimes I can hear my daddy snore. He makes funny noises.
My favorite snack is gummy bears, especially the red ones.

7
8
9
10

The lady that drives the bus to school is named Rosa.
I like to listen when she hums songs on our way to
school.
I want to be a veterinarian when I’m big. They take
care of animals.
I have a cat named Bella. She understands me when
I talk.
I don’t know why grownups watch the news. They
are so boring!

throughmywindow.org | INFO: teamthroughmywindow.org
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My name is Maddie and I like puppies. When they
lick my hand, it’s like wet kisses.

My Ideas about...
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Rio Walker
[Sadina’s Best Friend]

About Me
1
2

4
5
6

I hate it when people make you do things you don’t
want to do.
If I could eat pizza every day of my life, I’d be a happy
guy.
This summer my 2 older brothers and I are going
camping without my parents. I’m sooo psyched!
I want to design video games when I’m older. That’s
why I’m trying to get a head start by learning programming.
Once I rode all the way down Stryker Hill (a really big hill in my town) on my
skateboard. Don’t tell the guys, but I’ve never been more scared in my life. Oh and
don’t tell my mom. >_<

7
8
9
10

I’ve known Sadina since we were 6. Even though
my guy friends think it’s weird that we’re best
friends, I don’t think there’s anyone in the world
who knows me better.
I draw a weekly cartoon for the school paper. It’s
called “Lunchtime Conversations” and it’s about
the things people say at the lunch table.
My dad is one of the coolest people I know.
I have a dog whose name is Juneau. We’ve had
him since he was a puppy and he’s the smartest
dog I’ve ever met.

throughmywindow.org | INFO: teamthroughmywindow.org
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I play the guitar. I only picked it up after I saw this
guy in the subway in NYC while visiting a cousin. It
was one of the coolest things I’ve ever seen.

My Ideas about...
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Catalina Davis
[Sadina’s Rival Classmate]

About Me
1
2

4
5

The best tiramisu (my fave) I’ve tasted was in a
little café in Paris, while traveling with my parents.
It was scrumptious.
My dad travels all over the world for his job and
always brings me back the greatest presents. The
best one so far was a tiara he brought me from
Barcelona, Spain.
I entirely rock at playing video games. Try to play
me and you’ll be sure to lose!
I have way too many friends to name them one by one.
What can I say…people love me!

6
7
8
9
10

I am treasurer of the Environmental Club. My mom
works for a company that develops green energy
technologies. I want to do something like that when
I grow up.
Because I’m so witty, it’s easy to make fun of some
people. Take Sadina Reyes, for example. Easy
target!
I loooooove shopping and skiing. Given the choice I
wouldn’t know what to pick.
My biggest flaw is…nope. Can’t think of one!
Penelope, my cat, was chosen as a model for a cat
food commercial. She’s a superstar, like me!

throughmywindow.org | INFO: teamthroughmywindow.org
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I am the one and only Catalina Davis. My parents
know I’m a princess, and so should you.

My Ideas about...
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Paulie Reed
[Sadina’s Friend]

About Me
1
2

4
5
6

When I was little, I wanted to be a lion tamer. Then
I decided that it’s probably safer to avoid animals
with big claws and sharp teeth.
Even though I would never admit it, my favorite
subject is English. Shakespeare is da man!
I can juggle bowling pins while on a pogo stick. I
learned to do that from our neighbor, Mr. Snuffles.
(He’s a clown…no, really!)
Whenever I’m feeling down, the best pick-me-up is a
bowl of spaghetti.
For the past three April Fool’s days, Rick and I have traded places, even tricking
our mom and dad. As Shakespeare would say, comedy of errors. It’s hilarious!

7
8
9
10

I am obsessed with airplanes. I want to learn to fly one
day.
I really think my friends and I should start a band: Rio
on the guitar, Monica on the vocals and Sadina on the
piano. Rick on the drums. I will play the triangle. We
can call our band, “Much Ado ’Bout Nothin’.”
My most prized possession is an old coin that I found
while looking through our attic. It used to be my grandfather’s. It’s not worth tons of money or anything, but I
always keep it in my pocket for good luck.
I have a pet Beta fish named Bluey. Sometimes I wish I
were a fish, just to see what it would be like…

throughmywindow.org | INFO: teamthroughmywindow.org
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I’m 4 minutes older than my brother Rick. I never
let him forget it!

My Ideas about...
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Monica Hamiltion
[Sadina’s Friend]

About Me
1

3
4
5
6

I sang the national anthem at a little league championship game. My mom made me do it since my little
brother’s team was playing.
I’m on the cheerleading team at school because I
love to dance. I help out with the choreography
sometimes.
I have two best friends, Sadina and Kaylee. Sadina
and I became instant friends when I moved here
from New Orleans three years ago. Kaylee lives in
Louisiana, where I’m from, and we keep in touch via email and video chat.
My favorite thing to do is to pop in a movie and eat strawberry ice cream.
I would love to visit New Zealand one day. Did you know they have more sheep
than people?!

7
8
9
10

I’m secretary of the Environmental Club at school.
It’s because I love organizing and the environment!
My favorite animal is the giraffe. They’re such
goofy looking animals!
I think I want to be a marine biologist. I love the
ocean, and it’s what I miss most from Louisiana.
Even though I’m 14, I’ll sometimes go to the library
and read the picture books I used to read when I
was younger. They’re so fun!

throughmywindow.org | INFO: teamthroughmywindow.org
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The best gift my parents ever gave me were contact
lenses. Once you get over that annoying “poking your
eye” business, it’s way better than glasses. That, and I
don’t have to sit way up at the front of class anymore!

My Ideas about...
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Educator's Novel Guide
[a chapter-by-chapter guide for teachers]

How to Use This Guide
This guide provides supplemental information about the Talk to Me novel. For every novel
chapter, it contains the following:

3
4

Chapter Summary: Provides a short synopsis of each chapter.
Vocabulary Words: Provides vocabulary words for each chapter. Ideas for vocabulary activities can be found at the end of this guide.
Discussion and Activity Prompts: This section provides ideas for discussion
and activities that can be done with students/children as they read. See the end of
this guide for definitions of each type of prompt and the way they connect to the
Common Core.
Engineering Connections: This section points out the engineering ideas in
each chapter. These ideas include:
•

•

•

•

Artificial Intelligence (AI): This probably isn’t your first thought when
someone says “engineering,” but it’s a growing (not to mention important!)
field of engineering. There are newspaper articles almost every day about
artificial intelligence. In the novel, look for Bella/Chattercat as the central
example of AI.
Ethics: Kids face the same kinds of ethical dilemmas adults—and engineers—
face. The novel is filled with nuanced examples that illustrate that ethical
decisions aren’t black and white. Look for Sadina’s internal conflict about Rio
as well as Elizabeth’s struggle to balance loyalty, honesty, and self-protection.
Engineering Design: A way of thinking central to engineering, the design
cycle is divided into three parts: define [the problem], develop [a potential
solution], and optimize. Watch for the way Sadina and her friends redesign
Bella.
Character Development/Key Plot Points: Some chapters don’t have
specific engineering connections, but focus instead on developing the
characters or plot. This is important because when young readers relate to
the characters and plot, they care more about the engineering ideas characters
encounter. Relating to characters who engineer also helps readers develop
“STEM identity,” that is, visualize themselves as engineers.
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These prompts require learners to view
or read other texts or videos alluded to
in the story

Connect

NG pg 1

These prompts require learners to compare characters, situations, or other elements of the story.

Description

Compare

Type of
Prompt

“Compare and contrast two or more characters, settings, or events in a story or
drama, drawing on specific details in the
text (e.g., how characters interact).”
“Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection,
and research.”
“Apply grade 5 Reading standards to literature (e.g., “Compare and contrast two
or more characters, settings, or events in
a story or a drama, drawing on specific
details in the text [e.g., how characters
interact]”).”

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.5.9

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.5.9.A

Relevant Common Core
Standard Text

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.5.3

Relevant Common
Core Standards

The novel prompts are divided into categories to help you plan. Below, the relevant Common Core Standards are listed. All of these
prompts allow you to align with CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.4.10 through CCS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.10, “Write routinely over extended time
frames (time for research, reflection, and revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of disciplinespecific tasks, purposes, and audiences.”

Novel Prompts and Common Core Connections

These prompts require learners to draw
a picture of an element of the story or
related subject

These prompts require learners to identify certain aspects of the story

These prompts require learners to tell
their own story about something

Draw

Identify

Narrate

NG pg 2

These prompts require learners to describe a certain element of the story

Description

Describe

Type of
Prompt

“Determine the meaning of words and
phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative language such as metaphors
and similes.”

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.5.4

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.4.3,
5.3, 6.3, 7.3, 8.3

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.
RL.4.1,5.1,6.1,7.1

“Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective
technique, descriptive details, and clear
event sequences.”

(4.1) “Refer to details and examples in a
text when explaining what the text says
explicitly and when drawing inferences
from the text.”

“Determine the meaning of words and
phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative language such as metaphors
and similes.”

“Quote accurately from a text when explaining what the text says explicitly and
when drawing inferences from the text.”

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.5.1

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.5.4

“Describe in depth a character, setting, or
event in a story or drama, drawing on specific details in the text (e.g., a character’s
thoughts, words, or actions).”

Relevant Common Core
Standard Text

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.4.3

Relevant Common
Core Standards

Novel Prompts and Common Core Connections

These prompts require learners to research a topic alluded to in the story

These prompts require learners to think
about a complex question or issue posed
by the story

Research

Think

(5.1) “Quote accurately from a text when
explaining what the text says explicitly
and when drawing inferences from the
text.”
“Determine a theme of a story, drama, or
poem from details in the text, including
how characters in a story or drama respond to challenges or how the speaker in
a poem reflects upon a topic; summarize
the text.”

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.5.2

“Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection,
and research.”

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.4.9,
5.9, 6.9, 7.9, 8.9

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.5.1,
6.1, 7.1

“Conduct short research projects that
build knowledge through investigation of
different aspects of a topic.”

Relevant Common Core
Standard Text

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.4.7,
5.7, 6.7, 7.7, 8.7

Relevant Common
Core Standards

NG pg 3

Other prompts: Finally, some prompts include connections to the major engineering principles introduced in the novel. In those
cases the words “General Engineering,” “Ethics,” “Design,” or “Artificial Intelligence” will be included.

These prompts require learners to relate
their own experiences to those of the
characters

Description

Relate

Type of
Prompt

Novel Prompts and Common Core Connections

rubber
register (understand)
procedure
oxygen
whirling
guardian angel
narrow
immobilized
habit
shrieks
pulsing
inferno
meld
store manager
haven
felon
gesture

Sadina loses her sister Maddie in a
music store in the mall. Concerned
about Maddie, Sadina accidentally walks out of the store with a CD
she forgot she was holding. A manager confronts Sadina, accusing her
of stealing the CD. Rio, Sadina’s
best friend, takes the CD out of her
hand, throws it down on a shelf, and
the two run out of the store.

NG pg 4

Vocabulary

Summary

"Talk to Me" Chapter 1

Draw: Draw Rio’s face right before
he grabs Sadina and takes her out
of Playlist

Describe: Describe the characters
we’ve met so far.

Predict: Make a prediction about
what might happen next.

Character Development: Readers are introduced to painfully shy
Maddie, caring and worried big sister Sadina, and dependable friend
Rio.

Design: On page 3, Sadina makes
a brief mention of what would be
considered the “define” step of the
design cycle when she says “What
the regular me thinks of is Mr.
Jaworski, my math teacher who always tells us, ‘Before you try to solve
a problem, make sure you know
what you’re looking for.’”

Ethics: Sadina and Rio running
out of Playlist when they’re accused
of stealing the CD poses interesting
ethical questions. Should they have
run away? Would their decision
have been different if Maddie were
with them? Was the store manager acting ethically? Was it reasonable for him not to believe Rio and
Sadina?

Relate: What would you do if this
[store manager accusing Sadina
of trying to steal CD] happened to
you? What would you say to the
store manager?
Relate: Have you ever lost a family
member or friend in a mall or other
busy place? What did you do?

Engineering Connections

Prompts

NG pg 5

selective

Related videos:
Selective Mutism: Basics,
Misconceptions, and Treatment
Information
(youtube.com/
watch?v=1rvjeHSCG_0),
Curing Kids with Extreme Social
Phobias: Selective Mutism
(abcnews.go.com/Nightline/
video/curing-kids-extremesocial-phobias-15176268)

Research

Character Development: Maddie is shy, scared, anxious, and
lonely

Draw: How does Maddie describe
words (metaphor)? Draw a picture.

darts
impatience

Maddie’s voice. Maddie stays still in
a corner, trying to avoid being noticed. She describes the anxiety she
feels when people try to talk to her.
Research:
mutism.

Engineering Connections

Prompts

Vocabulary

Summary

"Talk to Me" Chapter 2

NG pg 6

Character Development: Readers get a full explanation of selective
mutism, examples of Rio’s humor
and sarcasm, and Sadina’s humble
heroism when she finds her sister

Relate/Narrate: Write a story
about a time your parents or other family members didn’t notice
something important. If you can’t
think of one, you can make one up
or write any funny story about your
parents/family.

raspy
winded
diorama
headlong
momentum
brain cells
rational cells
detouring
jabber
radar (parent attention)
leagues (distance)
focus

Sadina and Rio run through the
mall with no clear direction. They
suddenly stop when Sadina imagines hearing Maddie’s voice. Then,
Sadina realizes Maddie might be
in the pet store they passed earlier. Maddie has selective mutism,
which makes her unable to talk in
certain situations, especially when
she’s scared.
Relate/Narrate: Tell a story of a
nightmare you’ve had, or make one
up.

Engineering Connections

Prompts

Vocabulary

Summary

"Talk to Me" Chapter 3

measure

Sadina finds Maddie in the pet
store.

NG pg 7

Vocabulary

Summary

"Talk to Me" Chapter 4
Engineering Connections
Character Development: More
examples of Rio’s humor and some
family-sibling love

Prompts
Describe: Choose a different kind
of store than Technoturf and describe the front window with as
much detail as you can. Some ideas
include an ice cream shop, a shoe
store, a toy store, a sports equipment store, etc.

NG pg 8

Compare: Compare the conversation with Catalina to the ones
Sadina and Rio had when they were
trying to find Maddie. What are the
biggest differences?

Identify and Relate: Why does
Sadina brag? Have you ever
bragged? When and why?

Identify: What questions does
Catalina ask in this scene that make
Sadina “shut down” and not want to
talk to her?

Relate: Would you want to be
friends with Catalina? Why or why
not?

What solution can you think of that
might help Maddie talk?

Design: Rio and Sadina discuss
how engineers have designed different solutions for people with a variety of disabilities. Additionally, the
surfer cell phone in Tecknoturf is a
product of the design cycle

Ethics: There is some class conflict between Rio and Catalina that
could spark interesting ethical
questions. Was it okay (ethical) for
Catalina to say Rio couldn’t afford
the software?

General Engineering: What do
you think engineers do?

numb
lecture
vigilance
genius
engineer
artificial limb
electrodes
user-friendly
machine
computer software
offbeat
roller coaster
virtual
design
coincidence
rotating
league

Relieved to have found Maddie,
Rio proposes an idea for engineers
to invent a way for Maddie to talk.
Sadina agrees with Rio – it is essential for Maddie to talk. Sadina
and Rio go into Teckno-Turf, a
computer software store. They run
into Catalina, Sadina’s enemy at
school.
Related videos:
What’s an Engineer? Crash Course
Kids #12.1 (youtube.com/
watch?v=owHF9iLyxic)
What is Engineering?
(youtube.com/
watch?v=bipTWWHya8A)

Engineering Connections

Prompts

Vocabulary

Summary

"Talk to Me" Chapter 5

NG pg 9

Design: The “prototype” of the
Catch-it phone is an example of the
“develop” step in the design cycle.
Because Flynn and Elizabeth designed the phone together, this also
illustrates that the design process is
collaborative, which is important!

Relate: Have you ever thought
someone was acting strange? Did
you eventually find out was there a
reason for it?

winces
bulky
panel
flexible
collapse
tilted
activation
icon
spec sheet
routine
malfunctioning
tease
gratitude

Sadina’s mom Elizabeth picks
Sadina and Maddie up from the
mall. Sadina is worried about getting in trouble for losing Maddie,
but Maddie downplays it. The conversation changes when they arrive
home and notice that Flynn is over
for dinner. Flynn is an engineer
who works with Elizabeth, Sadina’s
mother. Flynn shows them a prototype of Catch-It, an innovative
phone that he and Elizabeth are developing. After Flynn leaves, Sadina
realizes that he accidentally left the
phone behind. She calls Flynn to let
him know, and he aggressively instructs her to ensure the phone is
turned off.
Related article:
(sciencebuddies.org/
engineering-design-process/
engineering-designprototypes.shtml)

Research/Think: What is a
“prototype”? Why do engineers
create them?

Engineering Connections

Prompts

Vocabulary

Summary

"Talk to Me" Chapter 6
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Ethics: Sadina’s eavesdropping
brings up some interesting ethical
questions. Is it ever ethical to eavesdrop, and if so, when? Was Sadina’s
concern about Maddie enough to
justify her eavesdropping on her
parents’ conversation?

Research: Introduce the concept
of sound waves
Related video: (youtube.com/
watch?v=3-xKZKxXuu0)

pitched (voices)
duet (voices, like music)
straining
cotton
polyester
sensitive
pitching (words back and forth)
crank (the volume)
recreate
clatter and blare of traffic
muffle (the sounds)
shift (work shift)
grinding (into tight spot)
buzz (sound)
outright (ask outright)
stealthy
covert (operations)
mineshaft (black/dark)
navigating (in dark)
fumble
trespassing (no trespassing sign)
mantelpiece
invading
territory
stumble and pitch (down stairs)
investigate
disappointment
responsibility
firmly

Sadina can’t sleep because she can
hear the voices of her parents having a serious discussion. She gets
out of bed and tries to listen in on
their conversation.

Relate: Talk about chores

Introduce the concept of recycling
Related video: (youtube.com/
watch?v=b7GMpjx2jDQ)

Engineering Connections

Prompts

Vocabulary

Summary

"Talk to Me" Chapter 7

NG pg 11

Ethics: The eavesdropping issue continues from the last chapter. In addition, Sadina’s choice to
throw away the recycling—and her
later decision to take it out again—
could be seen as an ethical dilemma. Is anger a good enough reason
to throw away the recycling? Why
did Sadina feel bad about throwing
it away? Did she do the right thing
by taking it out again?

Predict: What do you think
Sadina’s mom and dad were talking
about?

eavesdropping
micro-sized
voice-amplifying
transmitter
consequences
red flag
lurch (stomach)
deaf
sign language
surrounded
buckle (knees)
square (square shoulders)
firecrackers
packaging (for food, recycling)
footprint (carbon footprint)
conscience (is clear)

After eavesdropping on her parents, Sadina thinks they are discussing sending Maddie away. She
enters the room and jumps into the
conversation by begging them not
to send Maddie away. She sees her
mom quickly put something into the
desk drawer. Sadina gets in trouble,
and is sent back to her room.

“Yesterday, on the bus, I was trying
to mind my own business. But they
were talking so loudly about…”

“While I was on the playground, I
couldn’t help but hear them talking
about…”

“I tiptoed down the hall and put my
ear up to the door. I heard…”

Narrate: Creative writing about
eavesdropping. If you want, start
with one of the following phrases:

Engineering Connections

Prompts

Vocabulary

Summary

"Talk to Me" Chapter 8
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Artificial Intelligence: This is
a key chapter. Maddie tells Sadina
that Bella the robotic cat can
“think,” but Sadina is taken aback
and unsure how to respond. This
might seem like any other conversation in the novel, but it is fundamentally about AI. Sadina and
Maddie are asking big philosophical
and engineering questions like: Can
robots think? What does it mean to
think? Can robots do things outside
their programming, and if not, will
they be able to in the future?

Artificial Intelligence/Think:
Do you think Maddie’s robotic cat
can think? Why?

message
blinks
flash
message
programmed
perched
tree limb
alert (of surroundings)
sneak up
metal
sensors
robotic
quilt
program
expected
believing
ordinary
weighing (down stomach)

Maddie’s voice. Maddie believes
her robotic cat, Bella, can think. She
shares her excitement with Sadina,
but Sadina doesn’t believe her and
Maddie becomes upset.

Relate: Have you ever had a
fight with a sibling? What happened?

Could robots ever replace pets?

What does it mean to be able to
think?

Engineering Connections

Prompts

Vocabulary

Summary

"Talk to Me" Chapter 9
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Artificial Intelligence: This is
another key chapter related to artificial intelligence. Sadina gets online
to talk to Rio about Maddie, and Rio
brings up the possibility that he isn’t
really there—that instead, he programmed his computer to pretend
to be him. Sadina says she’d be able
to tell if she asked the right questions. This is actually a beautifully
simple example of the Turing Test,
one of the most famous artificial intelligence tests. Alan Turing argued
that when we reached the point at
which talking to the computer became indistinguishable from talking to the human, we would have
achieved (in some ways) humanlevel intelligence. For more information about the Turing test, read
this:
http://www.britannica.com/
EBchecked/topic/609757/
Turing-test
Think/Artificial Intelligence:
What would you ask to see if you’re
talking to a friend or a computer?

failed
sleep mode
online
distract
challenge
churning (mind)
sign off
shut down

Sadina instant messages Rio to tell
him about Maddie’s belief that Bella
can think. They discuss whether it
would be possible to program a computer to think like a human.

Think/Predict: Do you think Rio
has a crush on Catalina?

Related video: What is the
Turing Test? (youtube.com/
watch?v=sXx-PpEBR7k)

Engineering Connections

Prompts

Vocabulary

Summary

"Talk to Me" Chapter 10

Ethics: Laurel and the other girls’
behavior toward Maddie could encourage some discussion about ethics and bullying. Why was what the
girls said wrong? What would you
have done in this position? Should
Sadina have stepped in earlier?

Describe: How would you describe Laurel?

concrete
chatter
directions
crouches
shuffling
diesel
coaxing
sling (move/throw)

Maddie’s voice. Maddie decides to
take Bella to school with her. The
kids at the bus stop see Bella and
start making fun of Maddie.

NG pg 14

Engineering Connections

Prompts

Vocabulary

Summary

"Talk to Me" Chapter 11

NG pg 15

Artificial Intelligence: There is
continuing discussion about whether Bella is “real” (see explanation of
chapter 10).

Predict: What do you think
Sadina and Rio are going to do?
Ethics-Would it have been ethically okay for Sadina and Rio to break
into the drawer? Are there any circumstances in which it would be?

guardian angel
enforcer
aftershave
morph
miserable
007 spy maneuvers
ergo (therefore)
spattering
Latin
lock picker
glide
mute
triumphant
withhold
opinion
traffic circle
logic
imitation
ignore

On the bus, Sadina tells Rio about
what happened to her the previous
night with her parents. She thinks
they were discussing the possibility of sending Maddie away. Rio and
Sadina decide they need to know
what her mom put in the drawer.

Character Development: Sadina discusses the ways she is sometimes described—both as Maddie’s
guardian angel and as her enforcer. This chapter also introduces the
Reed twins.

Engineering Connections

Prompts

Vocabulary

Summary

"Talk to Me" Chapter 12

English Lit
potion
Shakespeare
expression
comment
neon
forces
society
obviously
feud
silence
stretch
offers
obscure
absolutely
honor
arrangement
expectations
confident
clever
visual
demonstration
loyal
snorts
mushy
ruin
inevitable
pause
essay
direct (quotes)

Sadina’s English teacher asks the
students to think about whether
Romeo and Juliet had control over
their own fates. This idea gets stuck
in Sadina’s mind, and she wonders
if her decision to spy on her parents
while they were talking was the type
of decision she wants to be making. Sadina leaves class caught up
in her thoughts – only to hear Rio
called to the principal’s office over
the loudspeaker.

NG pg 16

Vocabulary

Summary
support
scribble
maximum
matted bit (of
hair)
silent
destination
rewind
aisle
wits (matching wits w/
Catalina)
coherent
intercom
brief
interlude (of
static)
static
hooting/
razzing
attention
deny
refuse
painful
misquote
fringes (of a
food fight)
first-string
(pitcher)

"Talk to Me" Chapter 13

Predict: Why do you think Rio is
called to the office?

Relate/Narrate: Was there a time
when you wished you could have
changed your path? Write about it
or make up an example.

Character Development: We
begin to see Paulie’s sense of humor, sarcasm, love of Shakespeare,
and talent in literary interpretation.
We also meet Monica.

Ethics: Sadina considers the ethical choices she’s made so far. She
is sure of certain ones but not of
others. This brings up an important aspect of ethics—how exactly
do we decide what choices to make
(what’s our ethical framework, so to
speak)? To whom should we be loyal—siblings, parents, friends—especially when they’re in conflict?

Connect: Read Romeo and Juliet
or excerpts, or watch a film of the
story.
Related video (short summary of
Romeo and Juliet): Shakespeare:
Romeo and Juliet Summary
(youtube.com/
watch?v=7daty_pV_5o)

Engineering Connections

Prompts

NG pg 17

Ethics: Again, the issue of loyalty
vs. honesty arises when Rio reveals
that he was accused of stealing software from school. Sadina knows
he wanted it, but should she have
trusted him and kept her mouth
shut? Should she have said what
she said on the bus? What options
did she have? In addition, did the
principal do the right thing? Should
she be convinced that Rio did it?

Ethics/Relate: Have you ever
thought a friend did something
wrong? What did you do about it?

reconstruct
scene
computer-aided design (class)
award
bragging
software
flatly (rio says, bluntly)
substitute
load (software)
sympathetic (nod)
suspended (from school)
record (school)
vouches (teacher for Rio)
guilty
disconnect (button)
suddenly
backpedaling (on comment)
hunched (shoulders)
concentrating
glimpse (last of Rio)

Rio is very angry. He was accused of
stealing a computer software program from his computer-aided design class – the same software he
liked so much in the mall. Sadina
momentarily thinks maybe he did
steal it. Rio notices Sadina’s lack of
trust and shuts down. Sadina realizes she trusts Rio and tries to backtrack, but it’s a little too late.
Related video: Engineering Ethics
(youtu.be/Dx6TSe_Mx20)

Engineering Connections

Prompts

Vocabulary

Summary

"Talk to Me" Chapter 14

Character/Plot Development:
This is a key plot chapter because
it introduces the central conflict in
the novel. It has huge emotional
importance as the reader connects
with Maddie’s fear and confusion,
and presents a mystery (who was in
the house? what were they doing?).

Predict: Who do you think came in
the house? What do you think they
took?

disappear
jaws (mouth)
tightens (face)
stretching (arm)

Maddie’s voice. It’s the middle of
the night and Maddie is awake,
talking to Bella. She wants Bella to
learn how to talk. Suddenly, Maddie
hears a noise. She knows there’s
an intruder downstairs. Petrified,
Maddie decides to go to Sadina’s
room, but involuntarily turns towards the stairs and sees a man at
the bottom. He turns and looks at
Maddie. Maddie seems to know
him. He tells her, “I had to get this,
but I didn’t want to wake anyone
up.” He makes her promise not to
tell anyone; then he leaves.

NG pg 18

Engineering Connections

Prompts

Vocabulary

Summary

"Talk to Me" Chapter 15

NG pg 19

Ethics: This chapter is filled with
a variety of ethical questions. What
were Flynn’s dilemmas, and why
did he choose to steal the money?
What should Elizabeth do—be loyal
to Flynn and see what he does next,
or try to turn him in? Should Sadina
have told her parents about her and
Rio’s plan right away, instead of going to Rio’s house first? The last two
paragraphs of this chapter beautifully sum up how the ethical dilemmas of an adult engineer could
parallel those of a 14-year-old.
Elizabeth says, “…I’ve known Flynn
for a while and it’s hard to see what
to do here…I don’t want to jump
to any conclusions. I won’t let him
get away with anything illegal, but I
need a little time to figure this out.
Do you understand?” Sadina then
thinks (referring to herself and Rio
regarding the software and the broken drawer), “Let’s see. You have a
good friend you’ve known for years
and now you think he’s done something wrong and you don’t know
what to do. Do I understand? Oh,
Mom, you have no idea.”

Predict: Do you think Rio took
Flynn’s phone?

routine
pitcher (drink)
passionate
connect (with each other)
sessions (appointments)
speech therapist
scent receptors
aroma (good smell)
measuring
panic
deliberately (purposely)
expression
faked out (on bball court)
upended (thrown about)
rational (calm)
vulnerable
support (desk to mom)
laid off (from job)
jeopardizing (threatening)
disappointed
edgier (voice)
conclusions (jumping to)
illegal

Things seem tense when Sadina
gets up and her parents tell her that
someone broke into the house last
night. The only thing missing is
something important that Sadina’s
mom had in the desk. It turns out
to be Flynn’s phone. Sadina realizes Rio might have stolen it. Sadina
also learns that her mom accidentally heard one of Flynn’s voicemails and discovered he’s been
embezzling money from their company. Elizabeth has no idea what to
do – but Sadina does. She flies out
the door to go talk to Rio.
Compare: Parallel Rio and Sadina
with Elizabeth and Flynn. How are
their situations similar?

Engineering Connections

Prompts

Vocabulary

Summary

"Talk to Me" Chapter 16

Ethics: What should Sadina do
about seeing the stolen software on
Rio’s computer? What options does
she have?

Predict: Do you think Rio stole the
software?

streak (description of a.m.)
OJ – orange juice
relief (from wind)
shift (changes)
clone (houses of each other)
thrashing (fish out of water)
frustration
scrambled (words)
coldness (in voice)
impression (opinions?)
hinge (drawer)
doubted (Sadina to Rio)
assumed
accusing
attitude (anger)
logo (brand)
refrain (music, through head)

Sadina runs to Rio’s house in the
rain, and demands to know where
he put the phone. Rio says he
doesn’t have it, and Sadina tells him
the story about what’s going on. Rio
hypothesizes that Flynn stole the
phone. Sadina notices the software
Rio liked and was accused of stealing on his computer.

NG pg 20

Engineering Connections

Prompts

Vocabulary

Summary

"Talk to Me" Chapter 17

NG pg 21

Predict: What do
Elizabeth will do?

cloaked (covered in rain)
stiff (sheet of rain)
wayward (leaves)
guiltlessly (make a mess)
react (to the cat)
disjointed (words)
mistaking (a voice)
desperate
barrels on (keeps talking)
trembling (fingers)
instinct (animals)

When Sadina gets back from visiting
Rio, Maddie hasn’t eaten her breakfast or gotten out of bed. Sadina
tells their parents that Maddie is
sick and wants to stay home. On
Sadina’s way out the door to catch
the bus, the phone rings and she
answers. The voice on the other end
mistakes her for her mother. It’s
Flynn. He tells her that he’s on his
way out of town, there’s nothing she
can do, and that she shouldn’t tell
anybody anything.

you

think

Relate/Narrate: Did you ever
have a time when your morning
routine was off? Why? What did
you do?

Identify: What are Sadina’s strategies for calming Maddie?

Prompts

Vocabulary

Summary

"Talk to Me" Chapter 18
Engineering Connections

NG pg 22

Ethics: Again, we can ask: Where
should Elizabeth’s loyalty lie? In addition, now that Rio has been “proven innocent,” what should Sadina
do? Should she still be worried or
upset?

Research: 5 human senses or
sense of smell and memory

blindsided (surprised)
research
disoriented
headlong (fall over)
gorge (earth feature)
reassuring
dimensions (two)
incriminating (message)
gestures
vaguely
pointedly (how it’s said)
tolerant (of talkers)
deliberately (purposely)
alibi (crime)
noble (hero)
hash (figure out)
numb (can’t feel)
paralyzed (can’t move)
autopilot (through school)

Sadina tells her mother what just
happened on the phone. Elizabeth
is furious at Flynn, but strokes
Sadina on the cheek comfortingly.
Sadina recalls a family trip she took
to Quechee Gorge, and how her
mother did the same comforting
gesture. Sadina’s mother drives her
to school. When she gets to class,
Monica tells her that Rio is not
guilty thanks to Catalina, who told
the principal that Rio loaded the
software on the computer but definitely didn’t take it. Sadina begins
to wonder if maybe Rio and Catalina
are more than just friends.

Think: Do you believe in destiny or
fate? Why or why not?

Relate/Narrate: Have you ever
been surprised by a friend’s action?
What did you do?

Why do you think Catalina is lying
for Rio? Why do you think he is letting her do it?

Predict: What do you think happened with the software?

Describe: Evaluate the river metaphor. How does Sadina compare a
river to life? Do you agree with her?

Related video: How Smells Trigger
Memories (youtube.com/
watch?v=vY-HbcPInXw)

Engineering Connections

Prompts

Vocabulary

Summary

"Talk to Me" Chapter 19

Design: Subtly, this chapter begins
to define the “problem”—Maddie
is too scared to speak but needs an
outlet because not telling anyone is
making her feel anxious.

Ethics/Relate/Narrate:
Have
you ever been asked to make a
promise you somehow felt was
wrong or that you didn’t want to
make? What did you do?

cuffs (of sweater)
clenched (hands)
arch (shape of light)
telltale (footsteps)
cramped (sitting still)

Maddie’s voice. Maddie is hiding someplace dark and dusty with
Bella. She can’t decide what to do,
and asks Bella for help. “Talk to me,
Bella,” she whispers, “Talk to me,
and we’ll figure out what to do” (pg
98).

NG pg 23

Engineering Connections

Prompts

Vocabulary

Summary

"Talk to Me" Chapter 20

NG pg 24

Ethics: Now that Flynn has accused Elizabeth, what should she
do? What options does she have?
Is Flynn’s more recent behavior/
choice worse than previous ones?
Why or why not?

Relate/Narrate: Tell a story your
parents tell about you as a child.

collapsing (her world)
detective
zombie
confessed (to crime)
impulse (to laugh)
relief
accounted (for, money)
echo (thoughts)
prosecute (criminal)
accused (crime)
inspiration
scheme (color scheme)
hormones (worry)
bypass (skip)
radar (paying attention)
trapdoor

Sadina finds out that Flynn has
blamed her mother for the missing
money. She can’t help but think of
the ethical parallels in her own life
with Rio. Sadina then goes to find
Maddie, who she hasn’t seen all
day—but Maddie isn’t in her room.
Worried, Sadina checks everywhere
and can’t find her. Then, she remembers the attic and goes to check
there.
Relate: Do you still have any stuff
from when you were younger that
no longer feels like “you”?

Engineering Connections

Prompts

Vocabulary

Summary

"Talk to Me" Chapter 21

NG pg 25

Ethics: Did Rio make the right decision to talk to Sadina and be her
friend even though she sort of accused him of stealing the software?

Describe: Choose 10 words (adjectives) or phrases to describe how
you think Sadina is feeling during
this chapter (and especially after
she finds out about Rio and
Catalina).

adjust (eyes to dark)
shrieks (yells)
rusty
rotate (turn around)
scanning (looking around)
advertisement
one-sided (conversations)

Sadina finds Maddie hiding in the
attic. Maddie won’t talk or move,
and Sadina knows something is
really wrong. Then she realizes
Maddie might have seen who broke
in. She IMs Rio and asks for help.
Rio invites her over—but Catalina is
there too.

Design: Sadina and Rio begin to
consciously and explicitly define the
problem; they need Maddie to talk.

Engineering Connections

Prompts

Vocabulary

Summary

"Talk to Me" Chapter 22

NG pg 26

Design: The whole group defines
the question. Paulie sums it up: “If
we can get Maddie to talk, she could
tell the police she saw Flynn breaking in and it would prove your mom
is innocent.” They also begin the
“develop” part of the design cycle as
they brainstorm possible solutions.
This is a place, again, where design
is collaborative. It takes everyone’s
ideas to get to a good solution, and
Monica smartly points out that they
shouldn’t shoot down any ideas, no
matter how odd they seem. It’s actually an out-of-the-box idea from
Rio and Paulie (about sending in
Juneau) that leads to the solution
they choose to pursue: redesigning
Chattercat.

Research: Leeches. What do they
do? Why does Sadina compare
Catalina to one?

leech (sucker bug)
SOS (signal)
courtly flourish (dramatic bow)
terrain (land)
tinted (lenses)
interruptions
exaggerated (look at watch)
condensed (version of a story)
sympathetic
impersonation (persona)
wigged out (freaked out)
deigned (to join the convo)
undercurrent (secret message)
charge (positive charge, pun)
firsthand (experience)
U-turn (opposite of)
delivery (of speech)
sarcastic
embarrassed
undercover (detective)
ammunition (fuel)
record (verb, sounds)

Sadina gets to Rio’s house. Rio sent
out an SOS so Paulie and Monica
show up too. Sadina tells the whole
group what’s going on, and they begin to brainstorm solutions. A crazy idea makes them start thinking
about using the robotic cat, Bella, to
talk to and record Maddie.

Identify/Think/Design: Before
moving on, identify the things you
think Bella would have to do in order to help Maddie. Then, identify
some challenges you think the team
faces in designing those things.

Identify/Describe: Do you think
Sadina is brave in this chapter? Use
evidence from the text to describe
why or why not.

Draw/Compare: Sadina compares everyone frozen in Rio’s
house to a scene in a natural history
museum.
Draw these two scenes. What is
similar about them?

Related article: (mentalfloss.com/
article/31911/what-does-sos-stand)
Related videos: Samuel Morse’s Flash of
Genius Born of Grief (youtube.com/
watch?v=UwIUbQE7oto),
Morse code and the telegraph
(history.com/topics/inventions/
telegraph)

Research: What are the origins of
“SOS” and Morse code?

Related video: This film sucks! The
science of leeches (youtube.com/
watch?v=jerqq06uxAo)

Engineering Connections

Prompts

Vocabulary

Summary

"Talk to Me" Chapter 23

NG pg 27

Related video: Define – Design
Learning Adventure
(youtu.be/J9IX6sgcN-c)

Design/Identify/Think:
“Define” is the first phase of the engineering design cycle, the process
engineers use to solve problems.
How do Sadina and her friends define the problem they need to solve?
Why is clearly defining the problem
important?

Artificial Intelligence: Paulie
and Monica actually define AI in
this chapter and specifically relate it
to what they need Bella to do—talk
like a human would.

Design: This chapter hits the core
of design as the students work on
define and develop with Mr. J. They
even make lists of what their solution needs to do (thus defining the
problem) and the limitations they
have (which are the parameters for
developing the solution).

Draw: Draw all the characters (or,
draw one of the characters) in the
scene at the beginning of the chapter, paying attention to the way
they’re all described.

details
urgent
obvious
tension (stress)
protest
legal department
at stake (something)
involved
subtle (hidden)
variation
approach (way to do)
speech recognition
microphone
recognizing
effective
AI, artificial intelligence
about-face (turn around)
grin (smile)
ignore

The group goes to Mr. Jaworski to
talk about their new project. They
have a list of what they need Bella to
do (pg 122), and Mr. Jaworski tells
them it sounds like they want to design some sort of AI. He then asks
them to think about what’s most
important in designing this robot
(pg 125).
Relate/Narrate: Choose one of
your teachers to compare to Mr.
J. What similarities do you see?
Differences?

Engineering Connections

Prompts

Vocabulary

Summary

"Talk to Me" Chapter 24

NG pg 28

Design: Sadina discusses how
they’ve developed the redesigned
Bella, including how they had to remain patient even when they found
challenges and problems. Sadina
also mentions the prototype, a key
part of the develop step in the design cycle.

Relate/Narrate: Have you ever
said or done something to a parent or family member that you regretted—either immediately or later
on (like Sadina does with her mom
in the driveway)? What did you do
about it?

betray
investigating
evidence
frantic
circuit
shorts out (circuit)
computer code
insist
crowd
appointment
exchange (a glance)
gearshift
neutral (out of)
stubborn (kid)
attorneys
pressing charges
twister (tornado)
idle (car)

Sadina is staying late after school
every day to work on this project.
But she’s still worried about her
mother, about Maddie, and about
the software she saw on Rio’s computer. On Thursday, Sadina gets
home to find her parents leaving
to go talk to their lawyer; she tries
to convince them to wait until she
tries out Chattercat (the new and
improved Bella) but they have to go.

Related video: Develop – Design
Learning Adventure
(youtu.be/ZwwUXbR93qE)

Design/Think: “Develop” is the
second phase of the engineering design cycle. Why is it important to
have multiple people who can work
together to develop solutions?

Predict: What do you think will
happen when Sadina gives the cat
to Maddie?

Engineering Connections

Prompts

Vocabulary

Summary

"Talk to Me" Chapter 25

NG pg 29

Think/Predict: What do you
think Sadina should do now? What
do you think she will do?

Artificial Intelligence: This
chapter is all about Chattercat, the
main example of AI in the novel.
The reader can see how AI has both
huge importance and emotional
relevance in the story as we root
for Sadina and her friends to save
Elizabeth.

Design: At the end of this chapter, we find out that Maddie’s voice
was too quiet and Chattercat didn’t
work. This begins the “optimize”
part of the design process, in which
Sadina and her friends have to make
adjustments.

Think: Is this what you thought
would happen? Why or why not?

cord

Maddie’s voice. Sadina shows
Chattercat to Maddie, who is
alarmed—until Sadina tells her that
Bella can now talk to her.
Think/Predict: Why do you think
Bella didn’t respond to Maddie?

Engineering Connections

Prompts

Vocabulary

Summary

"Talk to Me" Chapter 26

NG pg 30

Related video: Optimize - Design
Learning Adventure
(youtu.be/4Wnfh-nhLbI)

Identify/Engineering Design:
What seems to be wrong with
Chattercat? How should Sadina and
her friends optimize Chattercat?

Design: Sadina and her friends
briefly discuss the problem with
Chattercat and how they’ll optimize it in order to make it work for
Maddie.

Ethics: We see the very beginning
of the resolution to Rio’s software
mess. Sadina finally asks him what
happened, and he confesses. Was
she right to ask? Were the choices
Rio made the best possible? What
other options did he have?

Ethics/Compare: How is the situation between Rio and Sadina similar to the one between Elizabeth
(Sadina’s mom) and Flynn?

deny
anchovies (on pizza)
jackhammer
shell-shocked (eyes)
blackmail
pathetic
full-watt smile (pun)

Sadina’s voice. Sadina leaves
Maddie’s room so Maddie can talk
to Chattercat. Maddie tries, but
Chattercat won’t answer (“Hi Bella.
Talk to me,” Maddie says on pg
134). When Sadina finds out it has
failed, she rounds up the team and
they begin brainstorming again.
She also decides to finally talk to
Rio about the software. Rio tells
her that Catalina stole the software
and blackmailed him into being her
boyfriend.
Relate/Narrate: If you had been
Rio when Catalina proposed this
scheme, what would you have done
and said?

Engineering Connections

Prompts

Vocabulary

Summary

"Talk to Me" Chapter 27

NG pg 31

Think/Describe: What does
each team member (Sadina, Paulie,
Monica, Catalina, and Rio) bring to
the team? How do they make the
team better?

Design: At the very end of the
chapter, Paulie, Monica and Sadina
work on optimizing the Chattercat.

Ethics: Rio talks to Mr. J, revealing
everything that happened with the
software. Was this the right thing
to do? What should Rio do about
Catalina’s anger? Should Rio still be
punished?

Ethics/Relate/Narrate: If you
were Rio, would you tell Mr. J what
you did? Why or why not?

souped-up
concentrate

Sadina convinces Rio to confront
Catalina, and he does so early the
next morning at school. Then, with
help from Monica, he tells Mr.
Jaworski about the software. Mr.
J brings Rio to the principal’s office to discuss things, and the others sit down to start thinking about
Chattercat again.
Think: Why do you think Rio is
smiling when he leaves with Mr. J
to go to the principal’s office?

Engineering Connections

Prompts

Vocabulary

Summary

"Talk to Me" Chapter 28

NG pg 32

Sadina, Monica, Paulie, Catalina,
and Sadina’s parents are waiting for
Elizabeth to be arrested and to see if
Chattercat will work. When the cops
arrive, it’s a race to see if Chattercat
worked in time. The chapter ends
as Sadina is poised to walk into
Maddie’s room.		

Summary

Vocabulary

"Talk to Me" Chapter 29
Design/Artificial Intelligence/
Ethics: This chapter emphasizes
the emotional importance of AI, design and ethics, and is the climax of
the novel. The design process led to
the AI that could help Maddie and
save Elizabeth—but will it? Will the
right person go to jail?

Relate: If you were Sadina’s parents, would you believe that the robot cat would work?

Predict: What do you think will
happen to Elizabeth?

Predict: What do you think Monica
and Paulie will do to stall the police
officers?

Think: In what ways are Sadina
and her friends engineers?

Engineering Connections

Prompts

NG pg 33

Maddie’s voice. Bella is asking
Maddie about what happened
the night Flynn broke in. Maddie
doesn’t want to answer, but doesn’t
want Bella to stop talking to her either. Sadina opens the door just as
Maddie is about to say what happened that night—and Maddie runs
into Sadina’s arms to tell her that it
was Flynn.

Summary

Vocabulary

"Talk to Me" Chapter 30
Engineering Connections
Design/Artificial Intelligence:
This chapter shows the success of AI
and design! Maddie is finally able to
talk and reveal what she saw. AI and
design are powerful tools.

Prompts
Think: Why was it so important
that Sadina and her friends use
Bella rather than a computer?

Design/Artificial Intelligence/
Ethics: The reader sees more examples of the power of design, AI,
and ethics. After doing the right
things, Sadina and her friends are
closer than ever. Their design and
use of AI helped Maddie and will
ensure that the right person faces
the consequences.

Identify/Describe/Relate:
List some characteristics you’ve noticed about each character. Circle
the qualities you look for in your
friends. Compare with someone sitting near you. Did that person say
something similar, or not?

proof
irritation
coincidence

Sadina’s voice. Sadina walks downstairs and tells the cops that she has
proof that Flynn did it. Suddenly,
Mr. J and Rio show up to back her
up—Paulie called them at the last
minute. Mr. J explains Chattercat
to the police, and the police decide
to take Sadina’s mom to the police
station—but to interview her about
what happened with Flynn, not because she’s under arrest.

NG pg 34

Engineering Connections

Prompts

Vocabulary

Summary

"Talk to Me" Chapter 31

NG pg 35

Ethics: Sadina thinks back to all
the ethical and engineering decisions she’s made over the course
of the past week or so and wonders
whether she could have made different choices. She mentions that
ethical decisions are really hard, especially in the moment, and there
are no easy right or wrong answers.
That’s a great thing for children and
young teens to learn.

Relate/Narrate: Have you ever
wished you made different choices?
What were they?

headlights (car)
house arrest
reaction

The group is sitting on Sadina’s
front porch, waiting for Mrs.
Walker to pick up Rio. They’re
talking about ethics and whether
Sadina’s mother should have said
something earlier. Rio’s mother arrives and Sadina walks him to his
car. Halfway there, Sadina realizes
that they are hidden in the dark and
kisses Rio. When she returns to the
group, Maddie proudly announces
in front of everyone, “I just saw you
kiss Rio.” Sadina is glad Maddie is
talking again (“And that’s a good
thing. Right?”).
Narrate: Write a story about the
characters one year later. What is
Maddie like? Are Sadina and Rio
dating? Are Catalina and Sadina
friends, or enemies?

Engineering Connections

Prompts

Vocabulary

Summary

"Talk to Me" Chapter 32
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Talk to Me Vocab Words
[full list of vocabulary words from the novel]

chapter 1
narrow

meld

register (understand)

immobilized

store manager

procedure

habit

haven

oxygen

shrieks

felon

whirling

pulsing

gesture

guardian angel

inferno

chapter 2
darts

impatience

chapter 3
raspy

momentum

jabber

winded

brain cells

radar (parent’s attention)

diorama

rational cells

leagues (under the sea)

headlong

detouring

focus

numb

electrodes

virtual

lecture

user-friendly

design

vigilance

machine

coincidence

genius

computer software

rotating

engineer

offbeat

league

artificial limb

roller coaster

chapter 4
measure

chapter 5
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Talk to Me Vocab
Talk
Words
to Me| Vocab
part title
Words
here

rubber

chapter 6
winces

tilted

malfunctioning

bulky

activation

tease

panel

icon

gratitude

flexible

spec sheet

collapse

routine

chapter 7
pitched (low/high voices)

muffle (the sounds)

duet (voices, like music)

shift (work shift)

straining (try to do something)

grinding (into tight spot)

cotton

buzz (sound, mom and dad)

polyester

outright (ask outright)

sensitive

stealthy

pitching (words back and
forth)

covert (operations)

crank (the volume)

mineshaft (mineshaft black
- dark)

recreate

navigating (in dark)

clatter and blare of traffic

fumble

trespassing (no trespassing
sign)
mantelpiece
invading
territory
stumble and pitch (falling
down stairs)
investigate
disappointment
responsibility
firmly

chapter 8
eavesdropping

lurch (stomach gives lurch)

firecrackers

micro-sized

deaf

packaging (for food, recycling)

voice-amplifying

sign language

footprint (carbon footprint)

transmitter

surrounded

conscience (is clear)

consequences

buckle (knees)

red flag

square (square my shoulders)

chapter 9
message

flash

programmed

blinks

message

perched
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tree limb

sensors

expected

alert (of surroundings/
aware)

robotic

believing

quilt

ordinary

sneak up

program

weighing (it down, in her
stomach)

failed

distract

sign off

sleep mode

challenge

shut down

online

churning (mind)

metal

chapter 10

chapter 11
concrete

crouches

coaxing

chatter

shuffling

sling (move/throw)

directions

diesel

chapter 12
spattering

opinion

enforcer

Latin

traffic circle

aftershave

lock picker

logic

morph

glide

imitation

miserable

mute

ignore

007 spy maneuvers

triumphant

ergo (therefore)

withhold

Talk to Me Vocab Words

guardian angel

chapter 13
English Lit

neon

silence

potion

forces

stretch

Shakespeare

society

offers

expression

obviously

obscure

comment

feud

absolutely
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honor

essay

intercom

arrangement

direct (quotes)

brief

expectations

support

interlude (of static)

confident

scribble

static

clever

maximum

hooting/razzing

visual

matted bit (of hair)

attention

demonstration

silent

deny

loyal

destination

refuse

snorts

rewind

painful

mushy

aisle

misquote

ruin

wits (matching wits w/
catalina)

fringes (of a food fight)

inevitable

first-string ( pitcher)

coherent

pause

chapter 14
reconstruct

flatly (rio says, bluntly)

guilty

scene

substitute

disconnect (button)

computer-aided

load (software)

suddenly

design (class)

sympathetic (nod)

backpedaling (change topic)

award

suspended (from school)

hunched (shoulders)

bragging

record (school)

concentrating

software

vouches (teacher for rio)

glimpse (last of rio)

chapter 15
disappear

tightens (face)

jaws (mouth)

stretching (arm)

chapter 16
routine

connect (with each other)

scent receptors

pitcher (drink)

sessions (appointments)

aroma (good smell)

passionate

speech therapist

measuring
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panic

rational (calm)

disappointed

deliberately (purposely)

vulnerable

edgier (voice)

expression

support (desk to mom)

conclusions (jumping to)

faked out (on bball court)

laid off (from job)

illegal

upended (thrown about)

jeopardizing (threatening)

chapter 17
streak (morning, grey wet
streak)

frustration

assumed

scrambled (words)

accusing

OJ - orange juice

coldness (in voice)

attitude (anger)

relief (from wind)

impression (opinions?)

logo (brand)

shift (changes)

hinge (drawer)

clone (houses of each other)

doubted (sadina to rio)

refrain (music, through
head)

thrashing (fish out of water)

chapter 18
react (to the cat)

barrels on (keeps talking)

stiff (sheet of rain)

disjointed (words)

trembling (fingers)

wayward (leaves)

mistaking (a voice)

instinct (animals)

guiltlessly (make a mess)

desperate

chapter 19
blindsided (surprised?)

incriminating (message)

noble (hero)

research

gestures

hash (through, figure out?)

disoriented

vaguely

numb (can’t feel)

headlong (fall over)

pointedly (how it’s said)

paralyzed (can’t move)

gorge (earth feature)

tolerant (of talkers)

autopilot (through school)

reassuring

deliberately (purposely)

dimensions (two)

alibi (crime)
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cloaked (covered in rain)

chapter 20
cuffs (of sweater)

arch (shape of light)

clenched (hands)

telltale (footsteps)

cramped (sitting still)

chapter 21
collapsing (her world)

accounted (for, money)

hormones (worry)

detective

echo (thoughts)

bypass (skip)

zombie

prosecute (criminal)

confessed (to crime)

accused (crime)

radar (what paying attention
to)

impulse (to laugh)

inspiration

relief

scheme (color scheme)

trapdoor

chapter 22
adjust (eyes to dark)

rotate (turn around)

shrieks (yells)

scanning (looking around)

rusty

advertisement

chapter 23
leech (sucker bug)

condensed (version of a story)

SOS (signal)

sympathetic

courtly flourish (dramatic
bow)

impersonation (persona)

terrain (land)

deigned (to join the convo)

tinted (lenses)

undercurrent (secret message)

interruptions

charge (positive charge, pun)

exaggerated (look at his
watch)

firsthand (to know,

wigged out (freaked out)

one-sided (conversations)

experience)
U-turn (opposite of)
delivery (of speech)
sarcastic
embarrassed
undercover (detective)
ammunition (fuel)
record (verb, sounds)

chapter 24
details

tension (stress)

at stake (something)

urgent

protest

involved

obvious

legal department

subtle (hidden)
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variation

recognizing

grin (smile)

approach (way to do)

effective

ignore

speech recognition

AI, artificial intelligence

microphone

about-face (turn around)

chapter 25
betray

computer code

neutral (out of)

investigating

insist

stubborn (kid)

evidence

crowd

attorneys

frantic

appointment

pressing charges

circuit

exchange (a glance)

twister (tornado)

shorts out (circuit)

gearshift

idle (car)

deny

shell-shocked (eyes)

full-watt smile (pun)

anchovies (on pizza)

blackmail

jackhammer

pathetic

chapter 26
cord

Talk to Me Vocab Words

chapter 27

chapter 28
souped-up

concentrate

chapter 29
chapter 30
chapter 31
proof

irritation

coincidence
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chapter 32
headlights (car)
house arrest
reaction
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Vocabulary Activity Ideas
[ideas for teaching vocabulary]
These activities can be used to teach vocabulary. Each one runs for 10 - 15 minutes.

Each student is assigned a vocabulary word and must define the word to the best of their
ability and use the word in a STEM-related sentence. Once everyone has completed this
process they must take all of the individual sentences create a collaborative story that retains the feel of their individual sentences but becomes a comprehensive story of its own.
The story is read aloud by the group and refined as needed.

Internet Search
Students choose a vocabulary word and find both their favorite definition and the most
STEM-relevant definition. They then have to search for a minimum of two STEM-related
websites that use the word they were assigned to define. Once students have found their
websites they should share the site, discuss how it is relevant to their word and how the
website is relevant to the lesson of the day or STEM in general.

The “I Don’t Use This Word Enough”
Challenge
Students should pick a word from a recent TMW chapter that they don’t often use in school
or in everyday conversation. Once they have selected the word they need to define the word
and develop a list of personal challenges for using the word more often. Examples of this
could be “when I write my homework this week I will use the word in 2 paragraphs” or
“when I talk to my sister about this project I will use this word”. This is a creative challenge
- encourage youth to be wild with their ideas. Have them create sentences that they might
use in their personal challenges.

Mix and Match
Students are given a word on a piece of paper and asked to write the definition on a separate piece of paper (note cards are good for this). Once they have their word and have written the correct definition on a piece of paper have a group leader collect all of the words
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Flipped Dictionary

and definitions. These are mixed up and handed back to the members of the class. The class must
now match every word with the correct definition.

Vocabulary Puzzle
All relevant vocabulary words for the activity are written on separate pieces of paper and placed
on a large table. Members of the group arrange the words in an imaginative story about engineering. They are allowed to add as much narrative as needed as long as every word is used that was
originally on the table.

You Are the Expert
Students work collaboratively to design a vocabulary game. They must identify vocabulary that
they feel is important or challenging from the novel. Students should define the words to ensure
confidence; beyond this they have the freedom to create.
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